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Chøpter

V

The Artworld,

, Thu." fa-r in discussing the institutionaì nature of a¡t I have
descrrbed art's essential f¡amework. In doing so I have
concent¡ated

on the roles of arrist and publir-, sketchil/"t
l..irl n*- ih.rn in
terms of what those who fulfiìl these .oles Énow".""
f.o^ tn" íu"i
art, its creation, and the experience of it. lt may be wise ai^¡out
this

Junctu¡e to point out the obvious fact that creating art is an intentional
activity; accidents, fortuitous and not, may occir within
tlr"
process, butthe overaìl activity is not accidental.
".""t_"
I shall continue
the
clrscussroì ol artist and public roles, focusing on the
relation between
public. ln crearing arr an artisr iJ Arnuy" irrlrotu"J ,uitt u
"nj:l
"nq
publrc,
stnce the object he creates is of a kind to be presented
to a
public The relationship is, then, one of creating
"" "tj* "ilU"¿
is ereslnted. Actual presentation of the
år",
¡vlich tntended
berng
"å","aãi¡*i
"i
by its maker for presentation cannot be required,
because, as noted earlier,
*o.k" art are ,.r". oã"îåä
"o-"by their ofmakers
some are,.not. even intended
"raa
for presental.ion to
p:olr".. yl"J rs to tre emphasized here is thar the created obiecr is ofa
htnd, which is made for presentation. Consider some
cases in which
works ot art are no, presented. Some works are not presented
by their
creators becauselhey.consider them to be practice ïorks,
."ií"rtny
ol presentation, Practice works are of a kind for presentation,
other-

wise

it

wouìd- be pointìess to judge one un*onïy
"i *.""r,"iirr.
ol art are not presented because their creatois
are uncer_
-works
tarn of their worth. Some works of art are not presented
because their
creators believe the works to be too revealing about themselves.
òne
could go on. In these kinds of cases, there iã *fr"
-igl,ìi"'""il"d
Jome

"double intention"; there is an intention to
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".""t"

. tii"g oiu îirra"

which is presented, but there is also an intention not to actually
present it. Artist and public in relation may be called, as I did on an
earlier occasion, "the presentation group."tA presentation group is,
in fact, the minimum framework fo¡ the creation of art.
The role of artist has two central aspects. First, there is the
general aspect which is characteristic of aìl artists, namely, the
awareness that what is created for presentation is art- Second, there is
the wide variety of art techniques, of which the ability to use one in

some degree, enables one lo create art of a particular kind. When
these two aspects a¡e taken together the wide variety of things that
aÍists do (paint, sculpt, write, compose, act, dance, and so on) are
seen to be subsumed under the description "creating an object of a
kind which is presented." The role of artist may be realized in va¡ious
ways. The role may be frlled by a single person as is typically the case
with painters. Even with painters the role of artist may be intemally
complex in the sense that a number of persons may be involved, as
when an assistant (or assistants) aids a master. In cases of this kind
there is still a single role, but it is being fulfrlled by several persons.
By contrast, in the performing arts it is the rule that the artist role is in
fact a multiplicity of cooperative ¡oles. For example, in the theater,
the artist role encompasses the roles of playwright, director, and
actors. These various roles might in a particular case be played by a
single person. In such a case there is still a variety of roles, but they
are being fulfrlled by a single person.
The role of a member of a public also has two central aspects.
First, there is the general aspect whiih is characteústic of all members of art publics, namely, the awareness that what is presented to
them is art. The second aspect of the role of a member of a public is

the wide variety of abilities and sensitivities which enable one to
perceive and understand the particuìar kind of art with which one is
presented. Some sensitivities or their opposites may be of a specifrc
physiological kind: deafness, tone deafness, ordinary tone hearing,
perfect pitch; blindness, ordinary color vision, acute color sensitivity;
and so on. Such sensitivities may be sharpened by training and experience; and they may be blunted by aging, accident, or other factors.
Some abilities do not have a specifrc physiological base and depend in
a fundamental way upon one's having acquired ce¡tain informationthe ability to recognize, for example. Other abilities are of a more
specific sort-the intellectual ability to comprehend a number of
elements as members of a whole, for example. One could go on.

At the beginning of this chapter I spoke of artist and public in
relation as "the presentation group." If, however, artists create and
publics perceive and understand, there is a function which lies between them and brings them together. In Art ønd, the Aesthetíc I
characterized this function as the task of "presenter"-stage man72
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agers and their personnel, museum directors and their personnel, and
the like. (There is a sense in which actors, directors, and the like are
presenters, but they also participate in the artist role as well.) Also, in

I distinguished a number of conventions (there
called "secondary conventions") which a¡e involved in the presentation of works of art to publics. A list of such conyentions would be
very long because of the diversity of the arts, but it is worth noting a
few. One convention of theater discussed at length in the earlier book
is the "nonparticipation-by-spectator" convention which functions as
a rule for directing the behavior of the members of an audience. It is
this conventional rule which is bent by Peter Pan's request for applause to save Tinkerbell's life and by similar devices employed in
other plays. Another kind of convention is used to direct the audience's attention, for example, the curtain going up and the lights
going down. Still another kind of convention of theater is the concealing of the actions of stagehands. In classical Chinese theater,
however, the stagehand convention is to have the property man on
stage among the actors during the performance. The two differing
theatrical conventions for dealing with the same problem-the
manipulation of various theatrical eìements-provide an interesting
and instructive contrast. In the domain of painting, it is a convention
to hang paintings with their "backs" to the wall. As noted in the
earlier book, we might have had the convention of hanging paintings
with their "fronts" to the wall. The two actual solutions for the employment of stagehands and the way we actually hang paintings together with a conceivably different way of hanging them brings out an
essential feature of conventions. Any conventional way of doing something could have been done in a different way.'The failure to realize
that things of the kind just mentioned are conyentions can resuìt in
confused theory; for example, certain aesthetic-attitude theorists
failed to see that the nonparticipation theater rule is a conventional
rule and concluded that it is a ruìe derived from "aesthetic consciousness" and is written in stone. These attitude theorists are horrified by
Peter Pan's request for momentary audience participation, because
they think that the request yiolates a dictate of aesthetic consciousness. The request, however, merely amounts to the introduction of a
new convention (which permits momentary audience participation)
which small children, but not some aestheticians, catch on to right
the earlier book,

away,

The various arts employ many different conventions to do many
different things, but there is no primøry convenlion in the arts to
which the above discussed conventions àre secondary, as I claimed in
Art an¿ the Aesthetic. I wrote there of the primary convention of
theater as ".
the understanding shared by the acto¡s and the
audience that they are engaged in a ce¡tain kind of formal activity."3
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Of painting I wrote, "The d,isplay of a painting is the public aspect of
the primary convention of presentation. "a The first thing to be remarked about these lwo statements is that the frrst fails to mention
playwrights and the second fails to mention artists (painters), that is,
the creators of wo¡ks of art. These failures a¡ose because lhe statements occurred within a discussion of the presentation of works of art
to audiences, a context within which the creato¡s of works of alt do not
ordinarily play a big role. Any description ofwhat earlier I mistakenly
called "the primary convention" must exhibit a role fo¡ playwrights,
poets, painters, and the like.
If, however, there is no pnmary conuentíon, there is a primary
something within which the conventions of the kind already described
have a pìace. !íhat is primary is the unde¡standing shared by all
involved that they are engaged in an established actiyity or practice
within which there is a variety of different roles: creator roles, presenter roles, and "consumer" roles. There are, as I indicated, cerlain
conventions involved in the presenting of works of art, and there are,
no doubt. conventions involved in the creating of works. The practice
within which these conventions are used and observed, however, is
not itself conyentional. One of the ¡easons that the way in which
stagehands are employed in t¡aditional Western theater is conven-

tional is that

it

could have been done differently, and the way in
which the same task is done in classical Chinese theater clearly shows
this. The practice of thealer itseìf or painting itself, however, is not
just one way of doing something which could be done in one or more
other ways, although there are alternative ways of doing thealer and of
painting, that is, engaging in these activities using different conventions.

There a¡e rules of very different kinds within the institution of
an. There are conventional rules which derive from the various co¡rventions employed in presenting and creating art. The¡e are, however, the more basic rules which govern the engaging in an art activity, and these rules are not conventional. The artifact ¡ule-if one
wishes to make a work of art, one must do so by creating an artifactis not a conventional rule, it states a condition for engaging in a
ce¡tain kind of practice.
Put in a formal way, the art enterprise can be seen to be ¿
complex of interrelated roles govemed by conventional and nonconventional rules. At the end of the last chapter, I discussed the nonconventional rules involved in the creation of art. Here at the beginning of this chapter, I have discussed the conventional rules involved
in the presenting and receiving of works of art together with the
þractice within which these conventional rules have a place.
In addition to the roles of artist, presenter, and public, which
are essential for presenlation, there are supplementary ¡oles for as74
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work ar a greater disrance: art historians,
pnrrosophers ot art.
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_ The artworld consists of the totality
the roìes

"",L"Jri.,

""¿

of roìes just discussed with

of artist and public at it"
D"r"riË"J irìì"_-"*fr.,
more structured way, the artworld "o.".
consists of a set of ¡jüìar.f
artworld systems, each of which contains its
o*., .p"çin" .ü., -1""
plus speciÊc supplementary rotes. For .-";pl;.
;;ì;; i"'åi. "n_
world syslem, theater is another, and so on.
There is an ambiguity inherenl in lhe way I used
. arrworld'"
the expression
"[he
in Art ind ihe Aesthetic *hi.h i;;";il
,.J"_r,^a
and dealt with. I sometimes wrote rhere of
Ur"
."
roles, as I intend to be speaking of it he¡e. f ".t*o.iJ
"r.?å- "f
*.ã,1ï" :i¡"
personneì of the artworld,'," and ìhi-q way
"fì,i¡g ut'i"u"t
".."
of speut
that I was ralking about a parricular
";!g""t"
á*p'"iì."ËË i"i"l""åt,"
person-insrirurion. If I were to use thJ woid ..p"."ånn"f
ir, ãi.roo"
terizing the arrworld in this book, I would want
ii ro b";;;";";;; * .
letaphorical way .ro mean a person fulfilling .ol. i" lìä¡on_
rnstrtutron. _tt is lhe roles I want to emphasize
" here and not lhe
particular pe-rsons who play the roles. fË"."
i" oi
.
community of persons who fill the artworld roles
"*"r",t
and in"lì.""*"1
a
artworld lpersonnel) at a particular time, but this
""""" "." "
.""ä".
"artworld. "
^
"""1 "f
What,all of the artworld systems have in common
is that each is
.
a rramework o¡ a system for lhe creation
ofan a¡lifact for presentation
to a public.
Kendall Walton in a review of Art ønd. the Aesthetic
raises what
appears to. be_-a diffrculty for the institutionut
uppro."i- u"ï ¡.".
presented it.. He notes rhat I give a nonexhau",i*
fi"i .i
systems-painting, sculpture, Iiterature, and so
^ir".fa
on. g" o¡."_""
it
rnere are ma¡y nonart systems for creating
"t
and presentinq aflifacts_
-Walton
reugrous actrvrty, athletics. fashion shows.
and the like.
then
remarks thar "we-need a way of telling wh.,h*
;;;;;"r;;;;"i
tne rrsl rs part of the artworld'. and that I do
not fumish a way ".,
of
making this identifi cation.ó
.--_ Waìton makes several suggestions as to how the perceivecl
diffrculty might be resolved. ThJne ¡. if,,"k"1"",
,.orn,j"_ ,. ìn"
the systems
rh"
ää.""i1"å ¡,
l*:l,lE:.
T:*lps
"f
causarrhtstorrcal
ties; perhaps the artworld
consists of a ìimited num_
oer ol protosyslems, plus any other systems which
developed histor!

;;;,iJ;;å

cally from these in a certain manner."7 But this ìine, even if worked
out successfully, would still leave what many would perceive as a
basic difficulty. Walton's suggested solution could presumably show,
for example, that happenings belong to the artworld because they are
descended from an artworld protosystem and that fashion shows do
not because not so descended. In addition, his suggestion could show
why nonartworld systems contemporaneous with the artworld protosystems are not part of the artworld, since they could not have
descended from an artworld protosystem. The suggested solution,
however, cannot show why a protosystem of the artworld, say, painting, belongs to the artworld.
Many would, I suspect, feel that an art theory should explain
why a protosystem is a protosystem. These people would feel that
unless such an explanation can be given there is an unacceptable
arbitrariness about belonging to the artworld. It appears momentarily
that Walton may be one of those troubled by the arbitrariness because, although he does not regard it as as promising as the suggestion of his just discussed, he makes another suggestion which, if
successful, would resolve the "a¡bitrariness problem." He suggests,
"It may be that the systems constituting the artworld are linked by
crucial similarities, that what quaìifres a given system for membership
in the bundle is its possession of ceilain (nonrelational?) features in
common with other members of the bundle."" -An attempt to show the
distinguishing crucial similarities of artworld systems would be, I
think, a return to the traditional way of theorizing about art, a ì{¿y
which is foreign to the institutional approach. Walton does not really
take his suggestion about "crucial similarities" seriously because he
later claims that the class of works of art is a hodgepodge of exceedingly diverse items, saying that it is "hardly a natural class.", He
makes clear that he also thinks the class of artwo¡ld systems is a
hodgepodge. It is true that both the class of works of art and the class
of artworld systems are hodgepodges, if what is meant by
"hodgepodge" when it is applied to a class of objects is rhat the
members of the class lack the "crucial similarities" sought by traditional theories. A central point of the institutional approach is that
despite the "hodgepodge aspect" of the class of works of art (the lack
on the part of its membe¡s of the "c¡ucial simila¡ities" sought by
traditional theories), the class is unified by the fact that its members
are members in virtue of their place within an aÈworld system.
The problem, however, with which Walton is primarily concemed-the hodgepodge aspect of the collection of artworld systems-remains. The class of works of art has a unity because each
work of ail is embedded in an artworld system, but what provides the
unity which binds the systems themselves together? What Walton
takes to be the most promising solution, as I have suggested, does not
76
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resoÌve the h,odgepodge aspect of the class of protosystems.
And, if
tlle hodgepodge aspect of.the protosystems cannot be resolved,
there
qoes nor-seem to be much point
in_ trying to resolve the hodgepodge
,.nor
aspect of the systems
on the lisr'. by relating rhem ,o-ihi p.o_
tosystems. What has to be accepted is the ..arbitraiine"",,
of l"lrrg
artworld system-the ìack of a ..crucial-similarity,,
"r,
of th" t inãlougÌrt
by traditional theories which would easily and
ãi.ìilä"f,
¡
from nonartworld systems. I[ there werå
"¡'"i"r"i,
""_"ilt li.iiã¡,i..there would be no need for an institutional"""¡
approach_the traditional
approach would suffice.
Some may feel these results involve a vicious circularity,
iust as
some felt that the definition of .'work of art', in Art
and. ,i" ilirn"X,
did. I acknowledged there that rhe definition was
iriärgr"a
that it was not viciously so because the circle irì""-*""
"i.""f". fr._å ."a
contained a lot of information about the artworld. There
i,
to be said for- this argument, but I now b"li""" rh;;;;; "o_ãhing
should be said about the ,.problem', of circularity.
"ä "r¿
Although circularity in definition and expìanation is
widelv re_
.
garded as a_grave logicaì fault, little or nothing
seems to haye Leen
the question in any depthi. no aouUtìt,"
ïl*r.*hi".h
nation lor this :*o]ores.
lack is that most have thoughL ii obvious why circularity
"^ptu_
-*ï"r"
is a fault. No doubt circularity is a fa-uìt in rn"ny
it
occurs, but is it always a fault?
"""'."
a phiìosophical ideal which underlies the noncircular_
. There_ isdefinition,
ity norm
although it does not
,o;;;;';;"; .._
.of
trculated.ro I'he ideal goes something like this.
""",nThere are
basic or
primitiye tems ìühich are unanalyzable and, hence,
,rna"n.r.¡1.-O.r"
can learn the meaning of these primitive terms oniy i"
gulstrc way: sensory experience, rational intuition,
or "or.ã"""fi"_
whatever. In
rhe ideal, the primitive terms can be represented by
:1"Ì?",t1ri"g
small
letters: a, b, c, atd d. The basic terms can be used
to define
firstlevel definable terms which can b" ."p."""nt"dly
C,
""pirJf",ì*",
There may be secondJevel t
ftú,-ñ','O,'ü¿ pI
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whrch are^"!
" a combination of
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and the,things they denore. The primitiveìerm. *"
tf,Ji""rã"ii"".
lhe idesl may- not envisage a multiplicity of leyels above
"f
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tne pnmrtrye level, but it does require a level
of primitive terms and a
leveì of defined terms.
. Can rhis ideal ofthe nature of defiùition be realized? Has it even
been auempted on any scale at all? Dictiona¡ie;;;i;h
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scale attempts at deÊnition. make no attempt to
isoìate a set of nrimi_
tive te¡ms and are unashamedly circular. pårhaps,
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series of definitions which contain no .t._"rrt"
*t l"t
t""i. l.or
example, the word ..saddìer,, is defined
.Or"
i"¿ir".,"
and "saddle" is defined as ,.,{ sear fo¡ a""
rid"., il ¡"
of a horse or orher animal." The¡e does ,,",
,,
think that the definirion of ,.sear," \idet,.-:,1;;i",:'
";";;;;;;'*"'"",
*u,
require the use of rhe words ..saddler" o, -""ddl;.;,Ju;; "a'"å""i'
bility that some definirions
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"la"¿
does not show rhar all de6nirionì must.
rhe i"", ,ülååî-¿ìÃ"¡,_^
realize (or seem to reaìize) the pratmatic
ideaì does ,.,
*.,
deÊnirions musr. In orher wordi. ,À'" r*r
"rr",
"
d,"tiinro
¡ealize the pragmatic ideaì does not mean
that every term in the
language can be made to do so. Bearing;
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about.the two ideals, the only way to shãw
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that
art is incor¡ect would be eithår to show tha,
" "i.J".ä"rr,
"f
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the discussion can be or has been achieved "lü*
""¿".
qrit" g;;;;"ù;;; ,h",
-éi""".
correct, noncircular accounr of aft can be
oi-thJ;;;;
has Ër." ;l;";.
neither of these two has been a"complished,
o, il.,ip",
for an exploration of a circular account of art.I
very way ofputring it will, I suppose. send
ìogical shudders
.,
Thi"
through many, bur if a¡ is-the sort
iúi"sì-;i"k-i,ì",ìiïà"r,
correct account of it would have to be "r
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"i."u"lu.
Part
of,
or
ar
least
auached
to,
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i¿"ut
ãf r,ãr,"ìi"iiu, d"finitio,
.is the view
thar rhe role of deÊnition t; ; l;i;';;ä""'üin"
meaning of an expression one is ignoranr
,f by ;;;;;^;;;;.d; .""
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try to supply a small dictionary-a dictionary for the philosophy of
art. This series of definitions is just a shorthand way of presenting in
summary form the major conclusions of the previous chapters'
I shall begin with a definition of the term "artist," not because

it

has alphabetical priority over the other terms to be defrned, but
because the series of definitions seems to flo¡u most easily from this
particular source. .Any of the structural interseclions would, however,
serve as a beginning point.

I)

An ørtßt is ø person who participates with undcrstønd'ing in the møking of a work of art

is nothing controversial, or even surprising, about this
definition, so matters are off to a smooth start. The definition in itself
is not circular, although it does cry out for a defrnition of "work of art"
which will come along shortly. The "understanding" clause in lhe
definition is necessary to distinguish an artist (say, a plal-wright or a
director) from someone such as a stage carpenter who builds various
stage elements. What the artist understands is the general idea of art
and the particular idea of the medium he is working with. To forestall
misunderstanding, let me hasten to add that a stage carpenter or the
like may very well understand the art of the stage but that such
knowledge is just not required for the carrying out of the function
which constitutes his participation in the artistic process' This
defrnition of "artist" also makes it clear that art-making is an intentional activity; although elements of a work of art may have thei¡
origin in accidental occurrences which happen during the making of a
work, a work as a whole is not accidental. Participating with understanding implies that an artist is awa¡e of what he is doing.
These remarks lead naturally to the deflnition of "work of art."

There

II) A work of ørt is an ørtifact of a kind' creøted to be
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IV)
Being a work of art, thus, involves having a status or position within a
structure which in a way is somewhat similar to the earlier view ofá¡¿
and, the Aesthetic. According to the present view, however, the status
in no way resuÌts from a confer¡al but rather is achieved through

working in a medium within the artworld framework. Let me note
here, as I did earlier, that an object need never actually be presented
to an a¡tworld public in order to be a work of art. The definition
speaks only of the creation of a kinÅ of thing which is presented. To
forestall one possible misunderstanding, in using the word "kind"
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the expression "all artworld systems" is short fo¡ a list which includes
literary system, theater system, painting syslem, and so on. The
circularity in itself of the deÊnition of 'rthe artworld" may be real or
apparent, but the circularity of the whole set of definitions becomes

will, I think,
circular. How
We do
plrilosophers;

transparent with the definition of "artworld system."

aìready know

invariabty do

V) An. artworld, system is a frømeworh for the presentøtion
of a work of ørt by an artüt to an (Lrtworld, public .
The series of definitions has not led down strata after st¡ata until
bedrock is reached. The "final" definition, that of "artworld system,"
simply reaches back and employs all the previous focal lerms: "artist," "work of art," "public," and "artworld." What is to be made of
this blatant circuladty? Conventional philosophical wisdom tells us to
recoil in logical horror and to reject it as uninformative and worse.
Beginning with the charge of uninformativeness, as noted earlier, in a
basic sense we do not need to be informed about

arl-we

already have

a fundamental understanding of it. Conventional wisdom notwithstanding, there is a sense in which the defrnilions are informative; if

lhey accurately reflect the nature of art and the relations which hold
among the various elements of the artworld, then they do in a way
inform us. These remarks may counter the charge of uninformativeness, but what of the charge of logicaì fault-the "worse" of the
"uninformative and worse"? If, however, the definitions accurately
mirror the inflected nature of the art enterprise, then they are not
logically faulty.
I have done what I could to show, in this chapter and the one
before that works of art are embedded in what I have called an
essentiel framework. What the definitions I have given do, I believe,
is to give the leanest possible description of that essentiaì framework
and the embedded works. What the deûnitjons reveal, by eliminating
distracting detail, is that art-making involves an intricate, co-relative
structure which cannot be described in the straightforward, linear way
that such activities as saddlemaking presumably can be described. In
short, what the deÊnitions ¡eveal and thereby inform us of is the
inflected nature of art. The defrnitions help us get clear about something with which we are already familiar but about whose nature we
have not been suffrciently clear from a theoretical point of view- What
the defrnitions describe and thus reveaì is the complex of necessarily
related elements which constitute the art-making enterprise,
Danto's "indistinguishable-pairs" argument and the failure of
the Romantic-artist thesis show that works of art require a framework,
but what shows that the framework has the inflected nature that the
definitions picture it as having? Reflection on how we leam about art
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the prior activity melamorphosed into the kind of structure I have
ca ód "an aruo;ld system." Given this account, one can see that the
activity or role of artist, the conception of the product of this activity
as a work of art, and the activity or role of public had to develop
together, growing into the identifiable elements of a single integrated
whole-an artworld system.
Artist, work of art, artworld, and artworld system are what I
shall call "inflected concepts." I mean the expression "inflected concept" to designate e concept which is a member of a set of concePts
which bend in on themselves, presupposing and supporting one

another. No member of such a set can be understood apart from all the
other concepts in the set. Consequently, in coming to understand a
concept whùh is a member of such a set, one must in some degree
come to understand all the other member concepts as well. There are,
I suspect, other sets of inflected concepts: law, legislature, executive,
and judiciary, for example. The domain of "cultural concepts" is
perhaps rife with inflected sets' In any event, an account of the art
a nest of inflected concepts.
enterprise
-But requires the use of
isnt there more to be said about art? Even many of those
who are in general agreement with the institutional approach may feel
that there is more to the nature o{ art than my remarks allow. Certainly those who disagree with what I have said, but stiìl think that art
has an essential nature, will feel that there is more to that nature than
the institutional theory claims' Beardsley, for example; clearþ thinks
that more ought to be said. In the concluding paragraph of "Is Art
Essentially Institutional?" he remarks that the institutional approach
fails lo answer the question which has motivated the main tradition of

Westem philosophy of art. This tradition, which according to
Beardsley is a kind of essentialism, has assumed ". . ' that there is a
function that is essential to human cuìture, and that appears in some
guise in any society that has a culture, and that works of art fulfill, or
at least aspire or purport to fulfill."t' At the end of his concluding
paragraph, he remarks that the institutional theory does not tell us
¿'.
. . whether there are basic and pervasive human needs that it is the

peculiar role of art to serve."¡3 Beardsley does not hazard a guess as to
what this essential function is or what the basic human needs are, but
his remarks certainly suggest that he thinks that works of art fulÊll an
essential function, i.e., one which must occur in any human culture,
which is to satisfy or try to satisfy certain basic human needs. The
kind of essentialism which Beardsley has in mind here is different

from the essentialism which has characterized many traditional

theories. The essential in the imitation theory is that which is necessary for an object to be a work of art, namely, being an imitation'
Even if the imitation theory were an adequate theory of art, there
would be no compelling reason to conclude that imitations are neces84
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sary for human culture o¡ that they satisfy óøsjc human needs. pa¡allel remarks go also for the theories of art as symbols of human feeling,
art as significant form, and other t¡aditional theories. I suspect thát
what Beardsley has in mind as occurring in every human culture, i.e.,
as essential, are created objects which satisfy a (basic) aesthetic
need, say, a need for aesthetic experience. To sum up. the essentialism of t¡aditional theories differs from that which I think Beardsley
has in mind in the following way. For the traditional theories what is
essential is a property which an object must have in order for the
object to be a work of art-the property of being an imitation or of
being a symbol of human feeling, or whateyer. For Beardsley, it is
works of art themselves which a¡e essential-essential to so.iety to
serye some purpose. The theory Beardsley has in mind is a theory of
what works of art do, not of whal they are. Beardsley's implied theory
is not then a theory of art in the traditional sense and, hince, not in
competition with the imitation theory, Langer's theory, or the institu_
tional theory.
If I understand what Beardsley is suggesting, a numbe¡ of
difficult details would have to be worked out fo¡ jt tã be made plau_
sible. First, there is the empirical question as to whether every human
culture has works of art- This empirical question would have to be
answered whether works of art fulfill an aesthetic function, some other
kind of function, or a combination of an aesthetic function and some
other kind of function. Then there is the difÊcult conceptual question
of saying what "aesthetic" means when an aesthetic need is spoken
oi Finally_, there is the problem of specifying whar it means to say
that a need satisfied by a¡t is óasic.
In response to the first implied claim, it is not clear to me that a
human culture must have art. Beardsley mighr reply that my formulation is too strong because he has written only of what is essential fo¡
". . . any society that has a culture. . . ." If this qualifrcation is made,
it must then be discovered what it takes for a society to have a culture
in order to even begin to test the empirical quÁtion, which now
becomes *Does every sociely with a culture have art?" When put in
this qualiÊed way, the question may have lost its empirical nature.
If the need which Beardsìey has in mind is an aesthetic need,
one is faced with the notoriously diffrcult task of saying what ,.aesthetic" means. Actuaìly, Beardsley speaks of needs iatùer than of a
single need, so that he may have in mind that there is an aesthetic
need plus one or more other needs which ", . . it is the peculiar role of
art to serve." Of course, the larger the number of needs specified, the
more difficult it is to envisate its being the peculiar rol" of u.t to
""*"
them. In any event, I rather doubt that a sãtisfactory account can
be
given of an aesthetic need or of a set of needs which art serves,
assuming that either of these is what Beardslev has in mind.
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Finally, what does it mean to say that the envisaged needs are
basic? Are they like the need for air, water, and food, i. e., necessary
for life? Or are they like the need for social structure which is necessary for there to be a human culture? Ifthe answer to this last question
is in the affirmative, then perhaps we are back to the first thesis,
namely, that art is essential for a society with a ¿ultu¡e. Beardsley's
remarks ought not to be pressed too hard, for he intended them only to
raise an issue and to indicate a direction. I have discussed his remarks at the length that I have, because they articulate a feeling that
many have-that there must be more to art than the institutional
theory allows or reveals.
The institutional theory, however, places virtualìy no restrictions on what art may do, it seeks only to catch its essenlial nature.
The institutional natu¡e of art does not prevent art from serving moral,
political, romanlic, expressive, aesthetic, or a hosl of other needs. So
there is more to art lhan lhe institutional theory blks about, but there
is no reason to think that the more is peculiar to art and, hence, an
essential aspect of art.
Still, many, as I suspect Beardsley does, would like the notion
of an aesthetic something-experience, appreciation, attitude, or lhe
like-to be an aspect of the essential nature of art. While I do not
think that this traditional conception of the aesthetic has a role to play
as an essential aspect of afi, it requires examination. ln Art ønd, the
Aesthetic I attempted to incorporate a "neutrally" and untraditionally
conceived idea of aesthetic object into the defrnition of "work of art."
For reasons which I hope will become clear in the next chapter, I have
not attempted in the preceding chapters to even discuss my untraditional notion of aesthetic object, much less to try to make it an
essential aspect of arl. I tum now in the final chapter to recent
attempts to revive the aesthetic attitude and to a recent attempt to
make the "aesthetic," conceived in a traditional way, a criterion of
aesthedc object. The discussion of these topics leads in the direction
of an institutional conception of aesthetic object.
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